Can queer theory survive the twenty-first-century academy? With increasing economic precariousness for most people and skyrocketing tuition costs, higher education in the United States is now often seen as primarily about marketability. Not only is there growing institutional and state support of STEM fields, there is also increasing hostility to queer theory as "unnecessary" and difficult to translate into employment. This issue of QED started with the seemingly quixotic desire to save queer theory's place in the increasingly corporatized university. When students at our institution propelled the formation of a residential queer studies house, many of our colleagues responded with disbelief. For these colleagues, students at a residential college may desire an identity-based house, like a "gay" space, but it was incomprehensible that students might want to actually explore queer theory more fully and deeply beyond the classroom. Why queer theory and why not something "useful" like public health or social entrepreneurship? In responding to these colleagues, we realized that, like our students, we too wanted more of an academic home for queer theory in the liberal arts world that we inhabit.
theory's promiscuous mingling of high and low culture, its continued commitment to post-disciplinary work, its critical engagement with reality and power, and its willingness to put bodies and desires at the center of academic inquiry, queer theory is good theory. For both of us, queer theory remains a way of shaking up reality and realizing all is not what it seems.
So, we did what academics do when we are faced with a highly contested and contentious field of knowledge: we held a conference. With the generous support of the Mellon Foundation, we led a two-part series on "Queering the Liberal Arts." Our thought was that if we could make queer theory integral to the liberal arts, then it would live on, somehow, even within the conditions of neoliberalism. We wanted to figure out ways to teach queer theory so that our students could translate these ideas into their lives beyond the liberal arts setting. By immersing ourselves in existing scholarship, what we found out is that queer theory is worthless. Queer theory is also dead. Or if not dead, then terminally twentieth century, unable to keep up with the transnational and intersectional insights of contemporary scholarship. Queer theory is not historical enough; it is too obsessed with genealogy; it is implicated in pink washing. As Jack Halberstam pointed out, It seems to be a queer rite . . . to claim that, queer is over! Or, no, it has just begun! We might also hear that: it has not yet arrived; it will never arrive; it would not be queer if it did arrive; it has not been queer and so never was here and cannot therefore be over; it will never be over; it cannot be over nor can it ever begin . . . to be over. 1 A recent issue of another journal tries to save queer theory by pushing it to be less critical of normativity and less rooted in kneejerk anti-establishmentarianism. 2 Robyn Wiegman and Elizabeth A. Wilson admire the way queer theory has provided a sustained critique of normativity, from whiteness to heterosexuality, but also argue that in order to survive, queer theory needs to be more than antinormative. Instead, they ask what queer theory might produce if its relationship with antinormativity was not its starting point. For Wiegman and Wilson, queer theory's important role in revealing that which normativity often masks-hegemony, domination, oppression-has also masked how norms and normativity can exist in ways more complex and dynamic than queer theory has allowed. In other words, these lifeless norms (e.g. heteronormativity) don't stand prior to our antinormative analyses, awaiting diagnosis; rather they are one of [its] own inventions. These norms birthed by queer antinormativity are often deployed in the service of the good; in standing against the injustices they spawn, we imagine that new worlds are built, exclusions are curbed, injuries are repaired, and diversity is bled of Introduction to the Special Issue ) 3 conflict, compromise, or ill feeling. At these moments . . . our analytic and political capacities have been significantly diminished. 3 Not only have queer theorists been critical of queer theory for its axiomatic antinormativity, but within queer theory there are now sustained critiques of queer theory's earlier inattention to race (queer of color critiques), to bodies that are not "productive" (crip theory), and to bodies that do not have a sustained gender performance (trans theory).
Despite these critiques, after our conferences we were more convinced than ever that the rumors of queer theory's death are greatly exaggerated. Queer theory, the "useless" and crankily antinormative queer theory that has now been around for three decades, is alive and well. Within the liberal arts setting, we discovered that queer theory has infused research in a variety of disciplines. As Walter Benjamin argued about the technologies of modernity, queer theory provides us a new way of seeing. 4 If the technology of the camera facilitated a new optic, one that allows us to surpass the limits of the naked eye, to see things in slow motion or in close up, the articles gathered here point out the new insights and the new worlds that are engendered through the lens of queer theory.
However, unlike the technology of the camera, the insights offered by queer theory, the coming to awareness of an alternative understanding of the world, results from a struggle. Queer theory facilitates an optic of multiplicities. It permits us to see things straight on, from the dominant point of view, and simultaneously look at things from a less straightforward and more queer vantage point. It is this seeing things as we are supposed to and also as we are not supposed to that makes queer theory such an important tool for looking at how power operates in the social world. Of course, this is the most basic insight of queer theory-that power has a way of disguising/naturalizing the way things are as the way things are meant to be. This is exactly why queer theory remains central to the project of understanding-and changing-the world.
This issue of QED is an attempt to demonstrate just how important queer theory is to the concerns of the academy in the twenty-first century and how keeping queer theory alive is a necessary part of "queer worldmaking." Queer theory is queer worldmaking in a variety of senses. We collected these articles not just to make queer worlds visible, but also to bring heterosexuality into the field of queer studies and to insert queer theory into other worlds, like feminist, postcolonial, and critical race theory. In the articles collected here, we explore the myriad ways in which heteronormativity organizes all of social life, including gay and lesbian lives. We want to expose, as Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner put it, ". . . a constellation of practices that everywhere disperses heterosexual privilege as the central organizing index of social membership" in order to produce a "wrenching sense of recontextualization." For them and for us queer worldmaking must involve not just queer worlds, but queer ideas, queer lectures, and queer methodologies as way of imagining a world beyond hegemonic heteronormativity. 5 Yet seeing the world queerly is not in itself sufficient. We must encourage the inclusion of queer ways of seeing in critical race theory, feminism, and postcolonial theory, to name a few, not just to make queer worlds intersectional, but to infuse these fields with queerness.
The articles in this special issue make misreading an object of inquiry in an attempt to sketch the outlines of a queer intersectionality. In particular, we make Western and non-Western queer worlds rub against each other. For instance, Sujata Moorti's article argues that diasporic Indian feminists misuse the hijra. Moorti troubles any simplistic celebration of South Asian third genders by arguing that the conjunction of a nostalgia for the homeland and postcolonial feminist impulses inflect the growing popularity of the hijra in feminist classrooms. Her theory of the diasporic optic illustrates how looking sideways and simultaneously at multiple locales helps promote feminist agendas of disrupting gender binaries and inadvertently reinforces religious fundamentalisms within India. By insisting that the hijra is not the cause but rather the effect of the diasporic optic, Moorti queers diasporic feminist claims to the superiority of gender systems in India. Kevin Moss forces us to consider whether postcolonial queer theory really makes sense in Central Europe. "Split Pride/Split Identities" troubles our understanding of both Europe and global gay concerns. Focusing on the first pride parade in Split, Croatia, Moss reveals how sexual identities in the former Yugoslavia are mapped onto local understandings of European/notEuropean identities. Thus, even as queer theorists in the U.S. caution against a homonationalism that allies mainstream gay identities with the national project, "Split Pride/Split Identities" helps us see why the recognition of gay citizenship is a form of local resistance that may just sidestep these concerns. Moss forces us to ask what homonationalism means in those European countries where the queer is expelled from nationalist projects as "foreign" even when the queer is in fact "local."
To further undermine any sense that queer theory is a universal optic, we open and close this issue with activist/scholars Yasmin Nair and Alexander Kondakov. Nair, a Chicago-based journalist and activist, rejects the neoliberal project of queer theory in the United States whereas Alexander Kondakov, half a world away in St. Petersburg, Russia, risks his career to pursue it. For Nair, queer theory survives because of its ability to adapt to the needs of the neoliberal university, needs that have nothing to do with subversion and disruption, but rather allow universities to create huge profit streams at the top while relying on exploitative labor practices and debt mechanisms to do so. For Kondakov, queer theory in Russia is alive and well and far more strange, which is to say queer, than he could have ever thought possible.
Meanwhile, William Poulin-Deltour, Sofia Kearns, and Laurie Essig try to grapple with the messiness of heteronormativity and queer desires. Feminist scholarship has long problematized the ways in which "woman" comes to be inscribed in nationalist desires. In her original reading of Costa Rican author Anacristina Rossi's novels, Sofia Kearns borrowed from this rich body of work to see the protagonists of the novels as resistant subjects of the nation. In a fascinating rereading of her own analysis, Kearns now elaborates on how nationalist and postcolonial concerns blinded her to the narrative's queer content. "Widening the Spectrum of Desire and Nation: Reading Anacristina Rossi's Fiction" underscores what is queer in nationalist longings. In "From the PACS to Parité: Preserving Heterosexual Distinction in 1990s France," William PoulinDeltour highlights how U.S. queer and feminist scholars misread debates over marriage and civil partnership in France. Drawing on the early 1990s debates when French activists opted for civil unions (PACS) rather than advocate for full marriage equality, Poulin-Deltour shows how and why U.S. scholars misunderstood the PACS as progressive. Poulin-Deltour's queer reading highlights how concerns particular to the U.S. context allowed these scholars to gloss over the heteronormativity of French universalism. In "'All the World Was There' and Other White Lies about the Royal Wedding" Laurie Essig returns to the preeminent contemporary global media event, Will and Kate's royal wedding. Analyzing media representations in conjunction with participant observation, Essig argues that a romance narrative is (once again) mobilized to elide the imperial and white structures of the royal wedding. And yet, taking the criticism that "antinormativity" is an insufficient critique, Essig attempts to understand the affective work-or the everyday magic of giving us hope in an increasingly hopeless world-that an event like the royal wedding performs.
The articles here are written by scholars and activists from across the liberal arts curriculum and across the globe. Cumulatively they underscore the oft-cited but rarely heeded need to cultivate a dialogic relationship between the worlds of activism and the academy. We use queer theory to expose our own misreadings of the worlds we study. In this way, queer theory forces us to be better scholars in our other fields even as those fields disrupt queer theory's surety about the world "out there." All of these articles are located in the global, which is one way we can force ourselves to see from a variety of angles. As the editors, we have had the queer sensation of having our own vision blurred by the contributors. We found ourselves disagreeing with some of the claims made, rejecting them outright, coming back and reading them again, and then letting the important disruption of the way we see the world sink into our own point of view. We are coming out of the closet, confessing that things are not what they seem, even in our own work, and that queer theory might just give us a way of seeing the world that messes things up and makes us start over. And in that queer failure, in that seeing from a queer vantage point, we hope to see ourselves and our worlds more clearly.
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